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ABSTRACT

The spectral decon^ıositiotı of the variance-covariance matrix for a balanced mixed analysis of 
variance model is presented. The model consists of crossed and/or nested factors with either replicated or 
nonrq>licated.

1. INTRODUCTION

The spectıal decomposition of a variance-covariance matrix (dispersion matrix) 

V is usefiil for finding its powers where a is any real number. In particular.

a = -^1, V 'is usefiıl for estimation or a = -y, V -1/2 is usefiil for the

transforming a linear model to a model with i.i.d. error terms.
The problem has been discussed before by Searle and Henderson [1] and 

Wansbeek and Kapteyn [2], İn both studies, it is supposed that the form of the 
spectral decomposition of V is of the same form of V. Then they obtained 
idempotent matrices in the spectral decomposition of V by eguating V and its 
assumed spectral decomposition.

Hotvever our solution is based on deriving an idempotent matrix from 
eigenvectors for the corresponding eigenvalue in the spectral decomposition of V 
without assuming any form of the spectral decomposition of V.

2. THE DISPERSION MATRK

The variance-covariance matrix V for a balanced k-factor mixed analysis of 
variance model is of the foliowing structure

(1)
d
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where d is a k-vector of zeros and ones. The summation is taken över 2^ -elements. 

The A-o arenonnegativeparameters.Let d = (iı,İ2,...,ik) with i^ or lforı=l,2...L 
Then the matrix No in (1) are defîned as 

Nd -jj‘ ®J7

with J° =1,, where Jj and are respectively a matrix of ones and an identity 

ınatrix of order Uc for r=l,2,.„,k, the Symbol ® denotes the Kronecker product of 
matrices.

The fiili rank of (1), leading that ali eigenvalues of (1) are nonzero, is provided

by N 00. 00^ where 1,2 k is an identity matrix of order • A linear

space generated by the columns of (1) is the sum of linear subspaces generated by 
the columns of 2^ matrices of order given by Ii2...k>Noo oı,...,Nıı n and

then is spannedby the set of basis Ii2...k>Noo.,.ov •>Nıı...n • However the basis for any

N;,: are the linear combination of the basis for I,, , , As a result, a linear Space

generated by the columns of (1) is spanned by the set of basis for Ij2 ...k •

3. THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSHİTON
Let .,tk be denoted by t with t, = 0 or 1. The 2^ (possibly) distinct

eigenvalues of (1) givenby [1] are:
<ı>t I yik (2)

d
___v

with multipUcity (n, -1) 

givenby

and where is the eigenvalue of the matrix

X,
■‘r

_ fo if t, = 0

Hj İf i, = 1

with multiplicity (n^ -1/ if i, =1. xj' =1 for = 0,1 with multiplicity Hr if ir=0. 

Aneigenveetor for xjr willbe;

V,

?n,k k =l,2,-,nr-l if tj=O
(3)tj ~

if t, = 1

and ı,Ç„ 2,...,<n o -ı,-A=lr is an orthonormal set, İr is a n, x 1 vector of ones. 
r -fn_ '^r

Let
vt =vtı ®yt2 ® -®vtk • (4)
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= andThen vj is an eigenvector for 4)^ in (2) since

NdVt = (J? ® J‘2’ ®... ® Jj.’' )(vtı 0 vtj 0... 0 V, J

2 *‘2 k *‘k1 *‘ı

= V.J 0 0 ... 0 X* v,^ = (xj^XÎ^ ...X* )(v,ı ® v,j 0... ® ) .

Consequently,
Vvt = ■

''t

d

for 1=1,2,...,k where v, in (3) is an eigenvector of JJ" and 

in (4) is an eigenvector of (1). Then both Pj^ and Mt are

idempotent matrices and the spectral decomposition of (1) is:

where
Mt=P,j 0?;^ 0...0Pt^ (5)

with

Let P,^ =v,^v',^
Mj = vjvJ where

V - 
t

-1

if = o

■r
(6)

—
“r

if t = 1

' dci a matrix 1^ +Jf having eigenvalues 1 with multiplicity n, -1 and 

..d iKc respective orthonormal eigenvectors ı^,l = l,2,...,nj-1 for 1 and

Thenthe spectral decomposition of 1^ +Jj is;

Ir +J,
Or-'

= Zfn/r„/+(l+n,)^J, 
z=ı "

İT)

Using (7)X6) can be rewritten as:

L —if k = 0* Jlj * ”
(8)

if t, =1

where the rank of Pj is (n^ -1)’,1-tr . From (5) with (8), it can be seen that Mt has

rank Xf=ı(’ik -1)’ and MtM^ = 0 for t * t*.

Gonsider a mixed model representing an experiment that is repücaled Hk-times. (1) 
can be rewritten as
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since 5i-oo...oo

v = x.•00...00I11 ■ (9)
d

is positive and is zero for at least one of nonzero f where

1=1,2,...,k-l. Here d = (i,İ2..it_ı) with ir=0 for r=0,l,...k-l, the summation on the 
right hand side of (9) is taken över 2‘^ ’-elenıents and

Nj = jjı 0 42 0 0 jMc-l 0

It foUows that (2) can be:

(10)
d

From (10), ıi),ı,2...t^^ıO"=>^oo...oo with multiplicity
1 k-l k-l

("k -1) 2^ n <"r -1)* = (l^k - •

*I*2 -*k-l=0 r=l r=l

So 2‘^ ’-eigenvalues of (9) are the same and equal to the snıallest eigenvalue 00.

The corresponding idempotent matrix for Âqo will be

“r
Mk_ı®(I,-;l-J,)

where a matrix M^ı of order JJ•k-l
Uj ıs:

1=1

Mk-ı =
1

^P,ı 0^,^ ®...®Pt^_ı 

‘l‘2-‘k-l=®

witk

rank(M]j_j) =
î

^raıık(P,ı Xaıık(P,j).. jaıık(Ptj^_ı) 
‘l‘2-‘k-l=®

1 k-l
Z n(^r-l)’

‘1*2-‘k-l =0 r=l

>l-‘r
k-l kİ

= n =n“r-
r=l tr=O r=l

Then Mk-j is an identity matrix since the fiili rank idempotent matrix is unique and 
eqtıal tckan identify matrix.

The eigenvalue of (9) is of the form
’t^‘l‘2-‘k-l 7^ '^00...00 .>k=l

‘‘k-l ■ (11)
d

Then the spectral decomposition of (9) according to 2’' ’+l (possibly) distinct 
eigenvalues of (9}is:

V - ^00...00 112...k -l ® (Ik “"^Jk)
“k

-.,t,..tk_A®P*2®-«^i’‘k-ı
İ2

İlk

*

+ t K
*1*2 ■•■ik“l

1

1
®—Jk (12)
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where I12 ,k-ı is an identity matrix of order ,1-1
-r=l

and P,^ is in (8).

4. CONCLÜDING REMARKS
The spectral decomposition of V provides easily the computation of V“ for any real 
a since

V“ =i;4’“Mt 
t

where and Mt are defined in (2) and (5) respectively.
The nonnegative paramctcrs in (1) correspond to variance components. 

From (2), the eigenvalues of the variance-covariance matrix is the Jinear 
combination of variance components. It is not necessary to recompute the spectral 
decomposition of V* wherc a new variance-covariance matrix V* is obtained by 
removing some ’s from V. It can be obtained by removing the corresponding

’s from the spectral decomposition of V.
A half number of eigenvalues of V are same and equal to the smallest 

eigenvalue when there is a replication. Ih this case, the summations in both (11) and 
(12) are laken över 2'‘ ’, instead of 2*'. This facilitates the computation of the spectral 
decomposition of V.

5. ANEXAMPLE
Consider the two-way random effect model yjjk = p. +aj +bj +Cij +eiji., i = 1,2,...,uj, 

j = 1,2,...,n2, k = 1,2,...,n3 where

a; ~ N(0,a2)^ bj ~ N(0,a^), cy ~ N(0,a?), eyt ~ N(0,a^)

andthey are independent. Tlıe variance-covariance matrix for this model is:
V = Og Ij ® J2 ® J3 ® Ob Jj ® I2 ® J3 ® ®I2 ®I3 ®Og Ij ®I2 ® I3

where Ir and Jr for r= 1,2,3 are a n, x identhy matrix and a n^ x matrix of ones 

respectively.

Define X,ooo
The 2^ eigenvalues of V are;

^001 - ^011 .2 .,01 = and the other ’s are zero.=

^tıt2t3 Z ^'1213^'1’^12*^4

-^000 +^001^13 +^11^12’^13 +^Wl’^tı’^t3 

where x.■*r = o if tj = 0, x,f = Hj if tf = 1 for r=l,2,3- Then
<^000 - 4oio - ^100 - ^110 - ^000 ’ ‘t’ooi - ^000 +^^3^001 ’^oil “ ^000 +“3^001 ■*‘®2^3^OI1 ■> 

4’101 = ^000 +1İ3^00l+I11Iİ3^101> 4’111 = ^000 +^13^001 +111113^101 +II2II3Z011 .

The spectral decomposition of V is:
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1 1
V - 4*000 112 ® (I3--------Js ) + 4*00111 ® I2 ®----- J3

ns ns

+ 4*011(11------- Jl)®----- J2 ®----- «^3
I»! 112 «3

+ 4*101-----J1 ®(l2-------- 'I2)®----- J3
Ilı Iİ2 «3

"^4111 J1 ® —~*^2 ®---- J3 ■
Hi 112 113

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1
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